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Get Superior Coverage with Trusted Solutions for Healthier Facilities

In facilities where people work, live and play - illness causing germs can quickly spread on surfaces. Traditional disinfecting tools and cleaning methods provide only limited reach and coverage.

Standard tools are not designed to effectively reach all areas and many surfaces are improperly treated - or not treated at all. Traditional cleaning and disinfection methods can leave facilities, and its tenants, at risk of germ transmission and illness. The cost of those illnesses is staggering.

Today, illness and infection have larger impacts than ever before

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$1,685/employee</th>
<th>$400,000</th>
<th>$14,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average annual cost of illness to employers</td>
<td>Cost to a major university to combat a norovirus outbreak</td>
<td>Direct cost of hospitalization alone due to a MRSA infection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Business
Ilness and infection impact where you work.

Schools
Ilness and infection impact where you learn.

Athletic Facilities
Ilness and infection impact where you play.

Now there is a revolutionary new way to get the job done right...

The innovative ByoPlanet® Electrostatic Spray System paired with trusted solutions provide superior coverage for healthier facilities.

The ByoPlanet® Electrostatic Spray System

Takes Less Time
Up to 75% Faster

Covers More
Treat up to 18,000 Square Feet Per Hour

Reduces Costs
Uses 65% Less Solution
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The ByoPlanet® Electrostatic Spray System Delivers Superior Results

The patented ByoPlanet® Electrostatic Spray System is a powerful, efficient and reliable method to ensure all surfaces – front, back and sides – can be properly disinfected and sanitized. The superior “wrap around” coverage provides better protection against the spread of illness causing germs, faster and easier than ever before.

**Reliable Delivery System**
The corded system ensures safe grounding and consistent electrostatic output. No variance in performance due to operator handling or battery life.

**Advanced Nozzle Design**
The patented, lightweight nozzle provides reliable atomization and particle size. Delivers uniform wrap around coverage on all sides of the target.

**Powerful Air Compressor**
The dynamic air compressor enables fast, efficient delivery of charged particles to all surfaces. Cover more intended surfaces in less time.

**Deposition Comparison**
The ByoPlanet® Electrostatic Spray System delivers superior coverage not only to the front, but also the side and back of the target.
The **ByoPlanet® Electrostatic Spray System Saves Time and Money**

ByoPlanet® Electrostatic Spray Systems provide greater surface coverage in less time with less solution\(^1\). Designed with the end-user in mind, the system is built for maximum efficiency with minimal waste, delivering better results quickly and easily.

**Fast Effective Coverage**
- Treats up to 300 square feet per minute, up to 75% faster than traditional sprayers\(^1\)
- Completely covers front, back and sides of surfaces with less labor required

**Ideal for Large Spaces**
- 18,000 square feet can be covered on a continuous spray, no need to reload
- Uses up to 65% less solution to treat surfaces\(^1\)

**Designed for Ease of Use**
- Ready-to-use premixed solutions: no need to measure or dilute\(^2\)
- Specially formulated for easy connection to sprayer
- Ergonomically designed, lightweight nozzle
- Always on sprayer button, no more trigger fatigue
- Reduces chances of human error vs. manual process

**Safe for the End-User**
- Grounded device
- UL and CE listed
- ByoPlanet® guidelines based on testing both sprayer and solutions together

Use product as directed. Consult product label or manual for complete safety information.
The ByoPlanet® Electrostatic Spray System Adapts to a Variety of Plugs

Type B
Country: USA
Part Number: 500115

Type D
Country: India
Part Number: 500250

Type E
Region: Europe
Part Number: 500020

Type G
Country: UK
Part Number: 500197

Type H
Country: Israel
Part Number: 500251

Type I
Country: Australia
Part Number: 500230

Type M
Country: South Africa
Part Number: 500252
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